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Abstract
In the face of increasing demand for renewable energy sources to replace fossil fuels, current
technologies face the issue of steady energy supply from source to power distribution.
As most current renewable energy methods either rely on intermittent natural sources or
are geographically bound, they require an energy storage medium. Polymer Electrolyte
Water Electrolyzers are a theoretically ideal solution to this demand, but they require some
performance improvements in practice to be economically viable. This study analyses the
current distribution in such electrolyzers in the aim of gaining insight to improve their
performance.
The current distribution diagnostic can capture local regions of low performance and
offers valuable insight into mass transport phenomena for cells with different flow fields
and diffusion media. Two types of flow fields and four different diffusion media were used.
The parallel flow field showed better performance under normal operating conditions. The
current distributions for the two flow fields showed small variations, though local high spots
could be observed around the bends for the triple serpentine flow field.
Experiments were carried out with low flow-rates or at mass transport limited conditions.
Current distribution data showed a high current towards the inlet and a low current towards
the outlet for these cases, indicating gas accumulation towards the cell outlet. Results showed
that the thin foil LGDLs were more sensitive to starvation than the baseline titanium felts,
indicating that the felt’s ability for transport of reactants and products underneath lands can
be a reason for improved mass transport. The parallel flow field showed worse performance
than the triple serpentine under these conditions, indicating that a low liquid flow rate in
the channels could cause bubble accumulation due to slower bubble removal.
iv
This work demonstrates the benefit of the current distribution diagnostic technique and
offers further insights into mass transport phenomena for different flow fields and diffusion
media in a PEWE. As high-performance catalysts undergo innovation, these mass transport
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Today, society relies heavily on non-renewable energy sources in the form of fossil fuels.
These fuels are limited in quantity, susceptible to economic instabilities and their use is a
direct cause of many environment issues. A variety of renewable energy technologies are
being developed to offer a solution to the world’s energy problems. The main issue with
many of renewable energy sources is the availability of power under high demand since
many renewable energy sources rely on the weather to produce energy. Polymer Electrolyte
Water Electrolyzers (PEWEs) work to directly convert electrical energy into stored chemical
energy in the form of hydrogen. Hydrogen can be used as fuel to generate electricity
when power demand is large. These systems are well suited to be coupled with renewable
energy sources like solar and wind as PEWEs offer a solution to store excess energy, thereby
limiting imbalances in the electrical grid. This makes PEWEs a promising addition towards
a sustainable economy based on renewable resources. Currently, high operating costs cause
high hydrogen prices. However, since roughly 50% of hydrogen production costs stem from
electricity [7], increasing overall process efficiency will net a direct and significant influence
on the price of hydrogen, a necessity in the realization of hydrogen as a energy storage
medium.
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1.1 Basic Principles of Polymer Electrolyte Water
Electrolyzer
A PEWE is an electrochemical energy converter that uses water and electricity to produce
oxygen and hydrogen (see Figure 1.1). The PEWE uses electricity to oxidize water, producing
oxygen and protons at the anode. The oxygen produced follows a flow-channel at the anode
and exits through the anode outlet. The protons pass through a membrane and the electrons
circulate via an external circuit. At the cathode hydrogen is produced by electrons reducing
the protons that were transferred through the membrane. The hydrogen then follows the flow
channel at the cathode and exits through the cathode outlet. The reactions are presented
below:
Anodic reaction:






2H+ + 2e− → H2 (1.2)
Global reaction:




The anodic reaction (Eq. 1.1) is generally know as oxygen evolution reaction (OER) while
the cathodic reaction (Eq. 1.2) is know as hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Equation 1.3
is the global reaction resulting from the two electrochemical half reactions.
The design of a PEWE generally consist of two half cells separated by a thin membrane
that are proton conducting and electron insulating often called a polymer electrolyte
membrane (PEM). Both sides of the membrane are coated with a catalyst layer (CL) where
the reactions occur; the catalyst coated membrane is often referred to as a CCM. The
efficiency of the CL is highly dependent on good transport of water and gas through the
diffusion media (DM). The DMs are responsible for providing electron pathways to the
active area and enabling the distribution of water to the CL. They are used at the anode for
the delivery of water to the anode CL as well as the removal of oxygen gas produced at the
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CL. The cathode DM is used for removal of hydrogen gas and water from water crossover
through the membrane. The DMs are also known as porous transport layers (PTLs), liquid
gas diffusion layers (LGDLs) or gas diffusion layer (GDL). The DM is a porous substrate often
composed of titanium fibers or powder on the anode side and carbon fibers on the cathode
side. There is generally a gasket between the flow-field plates and the DM to prevent leakage.
The reactant flow is distributed across the active area through the conductive anode flow
field plate. Uniform distribution of reactants is important for a uniform use of the catalyst
layer, as it leads to better efficiency and uniform degradation. Some of the most common
flow field designs are parallel, serpentine and triple serpentine channels.
1.2 Literature Review
The dominating sources of electrochemical loss in PEWE cells are the kinetic, electric,
and mass transport overpotentials [8]. At high current (above 1 A/cm2), mass transport
losses become particularly significant, contributing to over 25% of the overall electrolyzer
overpotential [9].
Mass transport overpotentials stem from insufficient supply of reactant water to the anode
reaction site. The flow field supplies reactant water to the PTL and its design is therefore
important for a uniform water supply to the anode PTL and further to the catalyst, due to
the PEWE configuration involving simultaneous counter-flow of product gas and recanted
liquid in the PTL and flow fields. By-product oxygen gas produced at the anode catalyst
layer obstructs reactant sites and pathways for reactant liquid water traveling in the opposite
direction [9], therefore oxygen gas must be effectively removed from the PTL to mitigate the
mass transport losses that dominate this operating regime. The nature of mass transport
through the PTL is hence a two-phase flow problem. Currently, the theory behind two-phase
flow in the PTLs of a PEWE is not well established [10]. A variety of experimental and
modeling research has been carried out on this topic and yet conclusions seem to contradict
each other. The optimal supply of reactant water and removal of oxygen gas therefore











Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a Polymer Electrolyte Water Electrolyzer (adapted
from [1]).
Figure 1.2: Exploded view representation of a Polymer Electrolyte Water Electrolyzer.
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1.2.1 Two-phase Flow
Ex-situ work has been published by multiple authors to better understand the two-phase
flow in the PTL and to optimize PTL morphology. Ito et al. [11] studied titanium current
collectors with different porosity, pore size and fiber diameter and found that changes in
porosity gives little change in performance while pore diameter highly influences performance
and suggests a pore diameter of around 10 µm. Schuler et al. [12, 13] used X-ray tomography
and showed that the interface between the PTL and CL has an impact on all three loss
categories: mass transport, kinetic and ohmic. The catalyst layer resistance was found
to be the governing resistance for mass transport loss for the PTLs, which is scaling with
inverse catalyst activity/utilization. This had already been established in the field of fuel
cells [14, 15]. Work done by Majasan et al. [16] support the findings of Schuler [12, 13] and
suggest that contact resistance between the PTL and CL plays a dominant role in electrolyzer
performance. They also found that a smaller pore diameter (16 µm) performed better than
a larger pore diameter (60 µm) supporting the findings of Ito et al. [11]. Grigoriev et al.
[17] did an optimization of PTL study with experimental results and modeling efforts, their
findings are in agreement with Ito and Majasan [11, 16], showing that pore structure is more
important than porosity and suggest a mean pore diameter of 12− 13µm.
1.2.2 Neutron Radiography, High Speed Imaging and X-ray
Techniques
To better understand and characterize two-phase flow in PEWEs different in-situ and in-
operando techniques have been developed and used to better visualize what is happening
inside of the electrolyzer cell. Seweryn et al. [18] performed an operando neutron imaging
study of water saturation levels in PTLs for current densities between 0.1 and 2.5 A/cm2.
They found that constant water saturation profiles in the PTLs were independent of current
density, thereby implying that gas pathways are not a function of production rate. In
contradiction, Dedigama et al. [6] did an in-situ flow characterization study and their EIS
results showed a reduction in mass transport limitations at the transformation from bubbly
flow to the slug flow regime. Selamet et al. [19] did a study where they implemented
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simultaneous optical and neutron imaging. This required the use of a special cell design
and components which are not yet present in state of the art PEWE applications. They
used a non conventional multi-layer mesh as a anode flow-field and PTL for better neutron
imaging results. The authors found that purging the cathode with inert gas increased the
performance of the cell. This was originally done to mitigate the problem of mixing the
anode feed water signal with anode drag water, but they did discover that the drag water
present on the cathode side hindered the removal of hydrogen. Leonard et al. [20] used
X-ray CT and X-ray radiography to investigate two-phase flow in PTLs and shed light on
bubble formation and removal from the PTL. Due to signal-to-noise ratios in scans, a carbon
paper PTL was used instead of a titanium PTL. The study concluded that oxygen bubble
residence time was less than one second and an increase in current density led to decrease
in bubble residence time. Bubble diameters were captured to be 50-250 µm and bubble
diameters increased with current density. A very recent neutron radiography study done by
Schuler et al. [10] is in agreement with the Seweryn et al. [18] that current density and
pressure do not affect the average water saturation and gas distribution in the PTL. They
concluded that the increase of the mass transport losses with increasing current densities
and operating pressure was found to be unrelated to two-phase flow in the bulk of the PTL.
The origin of the increase was indicated to be in the interface between the PTL and CCM.
The authors suggest further studies to focus on the CL-PTL interface. The contradicting
results in the literature shows that more in depth research is needed on the topic.
1.2.3 Pore Scale Models and CFD
Modeling offers a cost efficient and theoretical approach to better understand PEWE theory
and optimization. Several 0D performance models, pore scale models and computational fluid
dynamics models have been developed for PEWEs. Pore network modeling was conducted by
J.K. Lee et al. [21] to study the PTL-CL interface. Their findings suggested that improving
PTL-CL contact will improve mass transport in PEWEs. They found that PTLs with larger
pore and throat size exhibit higher relative permeability, thereby improving liquid water
permeation. They also observed that porosity graded PTLs lead to improved transport
properties when the low porosity region was positioned next to the CCM.
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C.H. Lee et al. [22] developed a PTL-on-chip where a measurement of gas transport
through a defined porous media structure was possible. They enabled direct visualization
of the gas/liquid interface movement in the PTL-on-chip network. With this they were able
to identify a limiting throat that directly influenced the breakthrough and the nature of
bubble removal from the PTL. It was observed that gas pathways are formed in one pore at
a time and that with increasing gas flow-rate the gas saturation decreased. The study did
not use typical PEWE materials or conventional liquids, however the experiment did serve
as a qualitative input for two-phase modeling purposes.
A contradicting study to the study by Lee et al. [22] was done by Hoeh et al.[23]. They
used X-ray radiography to capture the hydrogen gas bubble formation and its detachment
from the surface of the PTL. They concluded that with an increase in current density, more
bubble formation areas can be observed on the surface of the PTL.
C.H. Lee et al. [24] did a follow-up study where they investigated temperature impact
on two phase flow with neutron imagining and a 2D computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
model. They showed that an increase in operating temperature results in the reduction of gas
saturation in the PTL (particularly near the CL-PTL interface). The promotion of uniform
gas distribution near the CL-PTL interface leads to lower mass transport overpotentials. The
authors also found that above 60◦C, the current density has an impact on the saturation of
the anodic PTL.
C.H. Lee et al. [25] did another study to investigate compressible-gas into liquid saturated
porous media. They did experiments in patterned micro-models and found that the pore
scale interfacial velocity is predominately controlled by the pore throat size where the Haines
jump ([26, 27]) occur. Findings therefore suggest that a micro porous layer (MPL) in the
PTL promotes viscous fingering, which results in lower gas saturation in the PTL bulk,
enabling more efficient reactant delivery and overall better performance of the electrolyzer.
Monte Carlo pore network studies were done by Altaf et al. [28, 29]. The authors
successfully simulated gas/liquid invasion patterns and verified with experimental data.
Their major findings suggest that the pore size distribution affects the invasion pattern
more significantly than the porosity. It was revealed that the pore size distribution could be
be adjusted independently of the porosity, which would result in different invasion patterns.
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Arbabi et al. [30, 5] developed a 3D, two phase flow model to investigate the oxygen
bubble transportation through different types of PTLs. The model can be used to calculate
pressure variations in bubbles during propagation. The maximum threshold capillary
pressure is suggested by the author to be a pointer of oxygen bubble removal effectiveness.
The model can therefore be very helpful in developing and designing PTLs for electrolyzers.
Other full scale CFD modeling has been done in electrolyzer research to better understand
water distribution coming into the cell, temperature distributions within the cell and flow
within the PTLs. Nie et al. [31] developed a CFD model to investigate flow in a parallel
flow-field. Their findings suggest that an increase in oxygen gas flow rate creates an increased
pressure drop across the flow field plate. As the mass flow rate of oxygen increases, a local
minimum velocity magnitude can be observed for the velocity profiles near the outlet port
section. Near the inlet manifold header section, the minimum value becomes negative and
reverse flow can be observed. The value fraction of oxygen is not uniform within the flow
field plate studied. It is relatively high at the center region of the plate, which causes reverse
flow in some channels. More water is split in the center region of the flow field plate as a
result of the fluid flow with lower velocity magnitude or longer residence time in this region.
Bock et al. [32] created a CFD model for temperature distribution modeling within the
cell. Results show that the highest temperature is at the membrane and that the cell does
not have a uniform temperature distribution. Temperatures are higher on the anode side
where the oxygen reaction happens and it is also higher in areas that line up with channels
in the flow field.
Olesen et al. [33] developed two computational fluid dynamics models, one for a single-
phase flow to establish the effect of geometry and a two-phase model for studying the effect of
distressed gas bubbles. They found that at low water stoichometry the presence of gas-phase
causes a maldistribution in the liquid-phase, which leads to excessive formation of hotspots.
1.2.4 Current Distribution
Many of these complex pore scale models and CFD models have been implemented to shed
light on the inner workings of PEWE. However, neither of these methods can explicitly
capture the local electrochemical behavior of the cell. Many assumptions are made to produce
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the models and a common assumption is uniform current density across the cell. Current
distribution work will give further insight into when this assumption can be made. In situ
experimental data will give modelers further insight into the in-plane full scale cell behavior.
This work aims to provide a reliable source of experimental data by developing a technique
that allows for in-situ spatial and temporal current distribution measurements, which can
be used to validate and further inform existing modeling efforts.
Previous work has found that an uneven current and temperature distribution profile
is one of the causes of CCM degradation [34, 35]. Localized temperature hot-spot and
membrane swelling is a result of water deprivation at the anode [36], membrane degradation
will also lead to increased oxygen and hydrogen crossover which can pose a safety hazard
[37]. Therefore, knowledge of current distribution is important to help optimize PEWEs
and can be very useful to find optimized working conditions and help solve uneven CCM
degradation.
Current distribution measurements in fuel cells are described extensively in the works of
Bender et al. [38, 39, 40, 41] and vanadium redox flow batteries by Mench et al. [2, 42].
There are limited publications on current distribution in PEWEs. Immerz et al. [43]
carried out a study to explore mass transport limitations in a strip cell PEWE using localized
current distribution measurements. They studied the impact of sintered titanium PTL
morphology on the performance to define the optimal porous material geometry. They
used a segmented cell approach and were able to study local current distributions as well
as local EIS measurements in three different sections of the cell. Their work concluded that
in general, materials with smaller particles yield better performance. It was also shown
that mass transport overpotential tends to decrease with increasing pressure and increasing
current density.
Verdin et al. [44] used current distribution measurements to study the impact of
pressure distribution on the cell. They found that an uneven pressure distribution creates a
corresponding uneven current distribution and the authors suggest this would lead to uneven
degradation of the CCM.
Minnaar et al. [45] conducted a study where they used current distribution and neutron
radiography to study two different PEWE flow fields. They showed that the flow field design
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is important to obtain an even workload distribution across the PEWE cell. They observed
that current density tended to be higher at the anode inlet due to gas accumulation towards
the outlet. They also found that the pin-type flow field resulted in better and more equally
distributed current and temperature density than the parallel flow field.
1.3 Motivation and Objectives
The current distribution work presented in this thesis uses the PCB technique. It is used due
to its high spatial resolution and accuracy. This technique has been successfully implemented
and demonstrated by previous work in our group [2, 42]. This work will give further
insights into water transport paths inside the cell for different types of PTLs (thin LGDLs
of different pore sizes and porosities [46] and a more common titanium felt PTL). Thin
foil LGDLs are thin titanium felts with pores in different shapes and sizes. They were
manufactured to be much thinner, more tunable and have lower interfacial resistances than
conventional PTLs. LGDLs are made with more precise control of pore morphologies and
their nature makes flow patterns simpler and are therefore much easier to understand and
improve. This work will give further insight into flow field architecture by looking at two
types of flow fields (parallel and triple-serpentine) and how these affect local and overall
electrochemical performance. Experiments were conducted for several operating conditions
to better understand cell behavior under normal conditions and under mass transport limited
conditions. Local current distribution measurements were also used to calculate local flow
regimes in the channels of the two different flow fields. The literature review suggest that
gas-bubble evolution, two-phase flow, PTL characteristics and flow field architecture are
closely linked to the overall performance of the PEWE and this work offers further insight
into all of these phenomena linked together.
Electrolyzers have high current density capability and can quickly respond to varying
power input; therefore, they can play an important role in renewable energy storage system
development. To realize this, optimizing electrolyzers to create a more reliable and cost
efficient system is important. As the literature review suggests, there are still many aspects
of the PEWE to better understand and improve. Especially, two-phase flow and bubble
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characteristics in the PTL and the flow channel architecture’s affect on the flow behavior
in the PTL. Current distribution techniques offer an approach to characterize local and
overall performance and have proven to be insightful for other electrochemical systems such
as fuel cells and VRFBs. Current distribution will be used to enhance the fundamental
understanding of the following objectives:
1. Identify the flow field architecture’s impact on localized transport and two-phase flow
behavior.
2. Identify variations and limitations with different types of PEWE PTLs to optimize
cost, performance and operating conditions of the cell.
3. Understand the impact of operating conditions to optimize cell performance and lower
degradation.
4. Provide insight to current modeling efforts.
5. Give a better overall understanding of the nature of a PEWE to further improve on
its components and overall performance.
If these objectives are achieved they will provide useful insight for model validation,
optimization of cell operating conditions, engineering of enhanced materials for performance
and degradation purposes and deeper understanding of PEWEs, which ultimately leads to
improved cell performance and lower costs.
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Chapter 2
Diagnostic Development and Method
of Approach
In this study current distribution measurements were used as the diagnostic technique
to collect in-situ distributed data across the active area of an operating PEWE. Current
distribution provides useful insight for model validation and will be used to meet the
objectives outlined in (Section 1.3). Measuring local current density within an operating
electrochemical cell can be done in several different ways as mentioned in Section 1.2.4. In
this work the printed circuit board diagnostic method was implemented.
2.1 Printed Circuit Board
The current distribution diagnostic shown in Figure. 2.1 is based on inclusion of a printed-
circuit board (PCB) into a conventionally assembled cell. The PCB is placed between the
flow distribution plate and the current collector. The flow fields used were made in-house
on graphite plates. The anode plate was segmented into 100 4.5 mm x 4.5 mm electrically
isolated segments. The printed circuit board has an array of shunt resistors in contact with
each 4.5 mm x 4.5 mm segment in the flow field and the PCB measures local current via
voltage drop across the parallel circuit of shunt resistors. Distributed current measurement
occurs passively while a potentiostat controls the electrolyzer.
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The PCB was designed in collaboration with an industry partner for previous work done
in the group and manufactured off-site. The board has 10 x 10 segments where the segments
are each 4.5 mm by 4.5 mm with a 0.5 mm spacing between segments, as shown in Figure
2.2a. The board can therefore accommodate cells with an active area of even divisions up to
25cm2. For smaller active areas such as 9cm2 (6 by 6 grid) or 4cm2 (4 by 4) grid surrounding
segments can be isolated with a non-conductive sheet of Kapton®. To ensure good contact
between the flow field plate and the PCB, small pieces of carbon paper were placed between
the PCB and the flow field plate and were compressed to 50%, as shown in Figure 2.2b.
The PCB was connected to a National Instruments data acquisition system with ribbon
cables. The data acquisition system has a custom LabVIEW™ that was used to collect
data from the PCB passively in real time. A multichannel potentiostat/galvanostat (Arbin
Instruments™, College Station,TX) was used to control the PEWE to obtain polarization
data. Polarization curves and in-situ localized current distribution measurements were
performed for different cell configurations at varying flow rates. All cells were controlled
potentiostatically for different voltage holds in equally spaced increments (usually 60
seconds). Corresponding current was recorded at each steady-state voltage step. Distributed
current data for each segment was generally collected every 0.2 seconds and averaged over
the last 30 seconds.
2.1.1 Cell Architecture
The experimental setup consisted of two sizes active of area flow fields (5cm2 and 25cm2) and
two different flow field flow channel architectures: parallel and triple serpentine, depicted in
Figure 2.3. Fully segmented plates were fabricated in-house following the same procedure
that has been used for fuel cells and VRFBs [2, 42, 47]. The segmentation is a four step
process as shown in Figure 2.4. Channels were machined out of a graphite plate (Graphite
Store) to mirror the segments on the PCB. After channels were machined half way through
the plate, epoxy (DURALCO™ 4540) was applied. The epoxy was compressed under pressure
and cured before segmenting the back half of the plate. The operating temperature of the
electrolyzer in these experiments was 80◦C (generally higher than the operating temperature
of VRFBs).
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Figure 2.1: Exploded view representation of current distribution setup (adapted from [2]).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Images of (a) the PCB board and, (b) segments with pieces of 10AA carbon
paper for good contact.
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(a) Triple serpentine segmented flow
plate
(b) Parallel segmented flow plate
Figure 2.3: Segmented 25cm2 triple serpentine (a) and parallel (b) flow field plates.
Figure 2.4: Representation of the fully segmented cell manufacturing process where the
grid represents epoxy [3].
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The channels out to the corners of the plate where therefore added and filled with epoxy
to allow for thermal expansion under high operating temperature to prevent cracking of the
segmented plates. Flow channels were machined into the segmented plate. Inlet/outlet holes
were added to the side of the plate to allow the PCB to be placed between the flow-plate
and the current collector.
2.2 Cell Materials and Operating Conditions
All materials used in these experiments were provided by UTKs collaborators on DOE
project number DE-EE0008426. Membranes used were catalyst coated membranes from
nel™ with a IrRuOx catalyst on the anode and a Pt/C catalyst on the cathode. Two types
of anode diffusion media where used: Thin foil LGDLs fabricated by Dr. F. Zhang’s lab at
UTSI [48] and baseline titanium felt from Bekaert™. For the cathode diffusion media carbon
paper TGP 120 was used [48]. Figure 2.5 shows the two thin foil LGDLs (2.5c 2.5d), and
Figure 2.5b shows the conventional titanium felt (baseline) PLT from Bekaert™. Two baseline
felts of different thickness and porosity were used, listed in Table. 2.1. The TT-LGDLs
characteristics were measured by NREL™ using a Keyence microscope 2.2 (collaborators
DOE project). Their images (2.6) show that due to a wet etching fabrication process, the
pores have a non-vertical side wall that has a larger open pore diameter and smaller diameter
at its throat.
The cell was compressed with 8 bolts going through the anode compression plate to the
cathode compression plate as shown in Figure 2.1. For all tests the cell was operating at
80◦C and the eight bolts each compressed to 5Nm using a torque wrench. The flow-rate
was varied between 6 ml/min to 450 ml/min or 0.24 to 18 ml/min/cm2. A multichannel
potentiostat/galvanostat (Arbin Instruments™, College Station,TX) was used to control the
PEWE to obtain polarization data. A polarization curve is used to represent the electrolyzer
performance. The y-axis shows the voltage applied while the x-axis show the output current
at this voltage. Polarization curves and in-situ localized current distribution measurements
were performed for different cell configurations. All cells were potentiostatically controlled
for different voltage holds between 1.2 and 2.5V , in equally spaced increments of 60 seconds
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(a) Typical TT-LGDL (b) Baseline
(c) 4c2 (d) 12c3
Figure 2.5: Types of PTLs where (a) is a typical full scale image of a TT-LGDL, (d) is
a conventional titanium felt PTL (baseline) and (b) and (c) are two types of TT-LGDLs
(adapted from [4]).
Figure 2.6: Schematic of measuring the pore diameter at edge (left) and throat (right) of
pores.
Table 2.1: Specifications of Baseline Felt PTLs




(unless otherwise is specified). Data reported in polarization curves are averaged data
recorded for the last 15 seconds of each voltage hold. Corresponding current was recorded
at each steady-state voltage step. Distributed current data for each segment was generally
collected every 0.2 seconds and averaged over the last 30 seconds of each voltage hold.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data was recorded with EC-lab®software,
a Biologic potentiostat and a 20A booster. Frequencies were from 1 Hz to 1MHz and high
frequency resistance (HFR) was determined by the high frequency intercept with the real
axis. The HFR is a measurement of the ohmic losses or the electrical resistance of the cell.
Due to a 20A limit EIS data was only recorded from 1.2V up to 1.7V .
2.3 Data Processing
The current distribution data in this thesis is presented in four different ways as shown in
Figure 2.7 - 2.9: Figure 2.7(a) displays the flow-field used for the data set, (b) raw data in grid
format, (c) processed data presented as a smoothed absolute current density contour plot, (d)
processed data presented as fractional deviation from average current density contour plot.
The fourth way data is presented as isolated mass transport fractional deviation from average
current density contour plot. Results have shown that each cell build creates a different
distribution profile that is consistent with the specific build at lower voltage (1.5 to 1.9 V ).
These variations in the distributions are relatively small (within ± 15%) and can be assumed
to be due to ohmic variations associated with each build. Therefore, to isolate distributions
associated with mass transport observed at higher voltage, an average background for each
build is defined to be the mean of the distributions seen from 1.5V to 1.9V , as shown in
Figure 2.8. This average background distribution does not change if the inlet and outlet
are reversed. The pattern is also similar if the cell is disassembled and reassembled with
the same materials. Figure 2.9 depicts how the correction for an isolated mass transport
distribution is done. 2.9a shows the smoothed normalized distribution measured for the
build at 2.3V . 2.9b shows the average background distribution calculated for the build
by averaging distributions form 1.5V to 1.9V . 2.9c shows the resulting distribution after
subtracting the average background (b) from the measured distribution at 2.3V (a).
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Table 2.2: Specifications of Thin Foil TT-LGDLs
4c2 12c3
Thickness (µm) 50.8 50.8
Pore diameter large (µm) 135.74 361.04
Porosity (%) 70.7 81.2
Pore diameter small(µm) 104.92 323.08
Porosity (%) 42.7 64.8
Pore size (µm) 95 320
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.7: Data processing for a data set with triple serpentine, 25cm2 flow channel
design (a) at a voltage hold of 2.3V : (b) raw data, (c) smoothed interpolation data, and (d)




Figure 2.8: (a) Fractional deviation from mean current distribution plot for a cell build at
1.5V , (b) Fractional deviation from mean current distribution plot for the same cell build
at 1.9V , (c) the average distribution of fractional deviation from mean current distributions




Figure 2.9: (a) Fractional deviation from mean current distribution plot for the cell build
at 2.3V , (b) background distribution, (c) Isolated mass transport distribution.
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2.4 Measurement Verification
2.4.1 Measurement Sensitivity to Compression
Preliminary current distribution experiments were carried out on the 5 cm2 parallel flow field,
at 80◦C, with a water flow-rate of 20 ml/min, and bolt torque of 10 Nm. Due to physical
interference between the water feed lines and tie rods, two bolts were initially removed as seen
in Figure 2.10a; this potential for uneven compression served as a test case for the sensitivity
of the distributed current diagnostic to effects that would yield non-uniform current. Figure
2.10b shows clear evidence that the distributed current measurement did detect relatively
low current in the regions mirroring the missing bolts. This problem was solved for the 5
cm2 cell by removing all bolts and placing the cell in a hydraulic hot press. For the 25 cm2
flow fields the plate was designed such that the inlets would not interfere with the tie rods.
Pressure paper tests were done between each layer of the cell for both 25 cm2 flow fields to
confirm uniform compression. Figure 2.12 shows the result of the compression test for an
assembly with a thin foil LGDL; compression is relatively uniform at every interface across
the cell active area.
For the triple serpentine flow field, the compression test between the LGDL and flow field
2.12, showed poor contact towards the middle of the active area. This is likely due to minor
segment displacement. When the plate is fully segmented it is possible for segments to move;
this displacement usually happens during machining of the flow field onto the plate. Figure
2.11 shows a normalized current distribution plot and the pressure paper test for the layer
between the segmented triple serpentine plate and the 12c3 LGDL. The distribution plot is
an average plot of all current distribution data obtained with the 12c3 LGDL on the triple
serpentine flow field between 1.2V and 1.9V . The distribution show a similar pattern to
that of the pressure paper. It is therefore to be noted that data sets that are not corrected
for the background or variation due to ohmic contact resistance will show a low towards the
middle left of the active area that is not associated with the distribution generated within
the cell, but is due to contact resistance.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: (a) Cell set up with two missing bolts and, (b) corresponding current
distribution plot.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: (a) Average of all normalized data sets recorded for the 12c3 TT-LGDL on
the triple serpentine flow field, and (b) pressure paper test result for the segmented triple
serpentine flow field.
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Figure 2.12: Compression paper images showing uniform compression between each layer
of the cell.
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2.4.2 Cell Build Ohmic Variations
As previously discussed in section 2.3 each cell build creates a different distribution profile
that is consistent with the specific build at lower voltage (1.5 to 1.9V ). This distribution is
assumed to be due to ohmic variations due to contact. In addition to discussion in 2.3, this
distribution also does not change with flipping the flow direction or when the cell is taken
apart and the membrane is rotated 180◦, then put back together. If the cell is taken apart
and put back with the same materials several days later the distribution pattern remains
similar. Figure 2.13 shows (a) the distribution for a representative build at 50 ml/min,
(b) the same build at 50 ml/min with the flow direction reversed and (c) the same build
at 50 ml/min after the cell was disassembled, the membrane rotated 180◦ and the cell re-
assembled. It can be observed from the figure that all distributions look the same. Hence,
the background distribution due to ohmic variations has to be accounted for when analyzing
a distribution plot.
2.4.3 Lateral Current Spread
During preliminary testing with the 5 cm2 plate it was verified that there is no lateral spread
within the current distribution plate as shown in Figure 2.14. A PTFE mask was inserted
between the flow plate and the LGDL as demonstrated in Figure 2.14a. The distribution
plots in Figure 2.14, show nearly zero current registered for the segments underneath the
mask. However, for an electrolyzer the titanium diffusion media is highly conductive and
lateral spread is expected within the diffusion media. A set of experiments was conducted
for a baseline titanium felt PTL, a thin foil LGDL and a carbon paper PTL on both flow
fields to quantify this lateral spread. Masks were used to calibrate for inward and outward
spread (a paper with more details will be published on this shortly). For the “inward”
experiments, a mask was placed on the current distribution board, leaving only one segment
exposed to collect current. Another mask was placed between the LGDL and the membrane.
This PTL-CL mask was replaced in every experimental run with a mask which uncovered
greater area on the CCM side, allowing more active area to generate current and contribute
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to the one segment exposed on the PCB. Each increase in area corresponded to a larger grid,
characterized by a ”radial distance” from the center.
While different-sized masks yielded current generated by increasing LGDL area, only
the unmasked segment on the PCB collected current. Figure 2.15a shows measured current
for a PTL-CL mask corresponding to one segment (0 radial distance open from the center
point). Figure 2.15b shows that the current measured by the exposed segment increased as
more active area was allowed to contribute for different voltage holds; the increased current
spread laterally inward toward the exposed segment on the PCB which collected all current.
The current density was plotted against radial distance for different voltage holds as shown
in Figure 2.15c. Figure 2.15d shows a normalized plot for current density as a function of
radial distance; for voltage holds over 1.5V , similar trends can be found for inward lateral
current spread as increasing CCM area is uncovered. This set provides calibration for how
much lateral current contribution “inwards” is seen from points located at radial distances
away from any current-collecting segment.
As a companion to the “inward” spread experiments, a second set of experiments were
carried out to characterize the lateral current spread “outward” from a small exposed area
on the CCM. For this set of experiments, a PTL-CL mask was used that exposed area
corresponding to one segment; and the PCB was left unmasked, allowing all 100 segments
to collect current 2.17a. The PTL-CL mask with a single exposed segment area was moved
around to different locations, yielding current from different places on the board. High
current was detected for the PCB segment corresponding to the unmasked area as expected,
but a large current distribution was also measured around the exposed area. This experiment
was carried out for several different locations on the CCM (all corresponding to one segment
area). For up to three radial distance units away from a generating spot, independent of
the actual location of the CCM—LGDL opening, normalized current densities were similar
for voltage values over 1.5V . 2.17b shows average current density as a function of radial
distance from a generating spot; Figure 2.16c plots normalized current density as a function
of radial distance.
Figure 2.17 shows the inward and outward calibration curves for the thin foil LGDL, the
baseline PTL and a carbon paper PTL. It can be observed that the lateral spread for the
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(a) Distribution at 50 ml/min (b) Flow direction reversed (c) Membrane flipped 180◦
Figure 2.13: Current distributions measured at (a) 50 ml/min for the same cell build with
the (b) flow direction reversed and (c) membrane flipped 180◦ showing a similar pattern.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.14: Impact of left side isolation on current distribution and the effect of lateral
current spread in flow-plate: (a) illustration of isolated segments, (b) original data showing
close to zero current being picked up in isolated segments and (c) smoothed out current
distribution plot.
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thin foil LGDL and carbon paper is lower than the lateral spread of the baseline titanium
felt. Based on these calibration curves the results presented in this thesis neglect lateral





Figure 2.15: Inward calibration figures: (a) Current distribution for inward experiments,
(b) number of exposed segments vs whats measured on the one non-segmented PCB segment,
(c) current density vs radial distance and, (d) normalized current density vs radial distance.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.16: Outward calibration figures: (a) Current distribution for outward experiments,
(b) current density vs radial distance and, (c) normalized current density vs radial distance.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.17: Inward (a) and outward (b) calibration curves for lateral spread for a baseline
Ti felt, a thin foil LGDL and a TGP 120 carbon paper.
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Chapter 3
Flow Channel Design and Diffusion
Media Impact on Current
Distribution
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter successfully demonstrated the development of current distribution
measurements as a viable diagnostic technique for the electrolyzer. In situ current
distribution measurements were successfully obtained for the electrolyzer, Figure 3.1 shows
current distribution plots at three different voltage holds on the polarization curve. The
HFR measurement was only obtained for voltages up to 1.7V due to equipment limitations.
For this particular test, a baseline PTL was used on a triple serpentine flow field. It can
be observed that at lower voltage holds current distributions are relatively even and at a
low overall current. As the voltage increases the current density increases as shown in the
distribution plot at 1.9V , and the distribution is still uniform. For higher voltage holds and
lower flow-rates, in this case 6 ml/min, evidence of mass transport limitations both in the
polarization curve and in the current distribution can be observed. The distribution plot
in the mass transport limited region, (2.3V ) is no longer uniform. High current towards
the inlet and low current towards the outlet can be observed. This chapter further builds
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upon that work to draw conclusions regarding the correlation between current distribution
measurements and transport within the cell for different flow fields and diffusion media.
3.2 Impact of Anode Diffusion Media and Flow Chan-
nel Design Under Normal Operating Conditions
Several different flow fields are used for PEWEs. This study examined parallel and triple
serpentine flow fields under normal operating conditions. Figure 3.2 shows the polarization
data obtained with four different diffusion media, two thin foil LGDLs, 12c3 and 4c2, and two
baseline PTLs: 2GDL5 and 2GDL20, on both flow fields at 50 ml/min. The electrochemical
performance measured at 2V was around 2A/cm2 for all eight cell combinations. It can
be observed that all diffusion media perform slightly better on the parallel than the triple
serpentine flow field and this is especially evident for the baseline PTLs. The performance
for all diffusion media at 2V is listed in Table 3.1. On the parallel flow field, both the
thin foil LGDLs and the baseline PTLs performed around 2.1 A/cm2 at 2V while on the
triple serpentine flow field the performance was around 2.0 A/cm2 for all diffusion media. At
higher current densities, the 1 mm thick baseline PTL on the parallel flow field outperformed
all other cell combinations. These two findings could indicate that the parallel flow field
facilitates water and/or gas management better than the triple serpentine flow field.
HFR values varied from 172.7 to 208.4 mΩ− cm2, where the LGDLs showed lower HFR
values ( 180 mΩ − cm2) and PTLs higher values ( 190 mΩ − cm2) as expected due to the
thickness of the PTLs compared to that of the LGDL. It can be observed that the HFR of the
baseline PTLs stayed consistent while a slight increase in HFR as the voltage increased was
observed with the thin foil LGDLs. Due to equipment limitations, HFR values could only
be measured up to 0.8 A/cm2. DOE project collaborators at NREL were able to measure
HFR values up to 3 A/cm2 and their findings showed a slight decrease in measured HFR for
the baseline felts, and a slight increase in the HFR for thin foil LGDLs [49]. Their reported
HFR values were 175 mΩ − cm2 for the baseline (2GDL10-0.35) and 145 mΩ − cm2 for
the thin foils (12c3 and 4c2). These values are lower than the HFR values reported in the
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Figure 3.1: Current distributions evolving as voltage increase. Mass transport limitations
observed at 2.3V .
Table 3.1: Cell Performance i (A/cm2) at 2V under Normal Operating Conditions for all
Flow Filed and DM Combinations






polarization curve above 3.2. Due to the inclusion of the PCB, the segmented flow field and
non-conductive material used to isolate segments in the segmented flow field, the system
HFR is ( 35 mΩ − cm2) higher than for a regular cell set-up. This observation agrees well
with the findings of NREL and it can be assumed that the system in this study follows the
same HFR trends at higher current densities.
The decrease in HFR values for the baseline PTL could be due to thermal management
of the PTL at the PTL-CL interface. The HFR may decrease when the local temperature
at the interface increases. This increase likely improves water uptake and thus the proton
conductivity of the ionomer that is present in the electrode. It can therefore also be assumed
that the thin foil LGDLs have decreased water uptake at higher current densities. NREL
reports in their EIS Nyquist plot at 2.0 A/cm2 a low frequency arc for the thin foil LGDL.
This indicates an increase in diffusion/transport losses. They also show that this can be
reduced by increasing the operating flow-rate in a 5 cm2 operating area cell. In this work,
increased performance due to an increased flow-rate was not found with an active area of 25
cm2 for flow-rates up to 400 ml/min.
Current distributions corresponding to the polarization curves in 3.2 are presented in
Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. For all three figures, the figures to the left (a and c) are absolute
current density plots, while the figures to the right (b and d) are fractional deviation from
average plots.
Figure 3.4 shows the baseline PTL on both flow fields, while Figure 3.5 shows the 12c3
thin foil LGDL on both flow fields and Figure 3.6 shows the 4c2 LGDL on both flow fields.
Overlaying the flow field on the normalized distributions for the triple serpentine flow field
showed that the higher current regions for all diffusion media correspond to switchbacks
in the flow field, especially the outer channels of the triple serpentine (as opposed to the
inner channel on each switchback). This could be due to enhanced transport experienced
at the switchbacks because of enhanced mixing and potential localized recirculation zones.
Both thin foil LGDLs showed enhanced current density at the channel switchback locations.
These locations in serpentine flow fields can induce fluid convection into the diffusion media,
enhancing mass transport of active species to the catalyst layer and facilitating higher current
in those regions. While appreciable convection in the LGDL is likely impossible (since the
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regions between pores are solid), and convection between the LGDL and catalyst layer is
unlikely due to compression between the layers, there may be a convective effect at the pore
scale in the LGDL.
On the parallel flow field, all diffusion media 3.4(c,d), 3.5(c,d) and 3.6(c,d) show a banded
structure. This banded structure is likely due to an uneven number of channels and lands
underneath each segment on the PCB. Figure 3.3 shows a front view of three arbitrary
segments on the parallel flow field. For the parallel flow field the channels and lands are 1
mm wide, while the segments are 4.5 mm wide. As a result of this, some segments see more
channels than other segments. In the case of the figure, segment 1 and 2 will read higher
than segment 3.
Additionally, the benefit of analyzing results based on both absolute current density and
as a fractional deviation from the average is demonstrated in these figures: the banded
pattern seen for the thin LGDLs is much more evident in the deviation figures than in the
absolute current density figures.
3.3 Mass Transport Limitations - Triple Serpentine
Flow Field
Experiments revealed no significant improvement in performance at higher flow-rates. To
better understand the influence of mass transport within the high performance LGDLs and
how the flow field architecture affects the performance of a PEWE, experiments were carried
out using the current distribution system near mass transport limited conditions for both
the triple serpentine and the parallel flow field. In this section, data for the triple serpentine
flow field will be presented.
The polarization curve in Figure 3.7 is for the 12c3 thin foil LGDL on a triple serpentine
flow field under a range of flow rates between 0.24 ml/min/cm2 and 2 ml/min/cm2.
Below 2 A/cm2 all flow rates yielded nearly-identical performance. At 6 ml/min or 0.24
ml/min/cm2, a clear mass transport limitation started to develop above 2 A/cm2 and the
cell reached a limiting current density of 2.4 A/cm2. As the flow rate increased, the mass
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Figure 3.2: Comparison polarization curve for two thin foil LGDLs and two baseline PTLs
at both triple serpentine and parallel flow-fields.
Figure 3.3: Front view of three arbitrary segments on the parallel flow-field.
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(a) Basline PTL, triple serpentine flow-field (b) Basline PTL, triple serpentine flow-field
(c) Basline PTL, parallel flow-field (d) Basline PTL, parallel flow-field
Figure 3.4: Absolute and normalized current density plots for the baseline PTL on triple
serpentine and parallel flow-fields.
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(a) 12c3 LGDL, triple serpentine flow-field (b) 12c3 LGDL, triple serpentine flow-field
(c) 12c3 LGDL, parallel flow-field (d) 12c3 LGDL, parallel flow-field
Figure 3.5: Absolute and normalized current density plots for the 12c3 thin foil LGDL on
triple serpentine and parallel flow-fields.
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(a) 4c2 LGDL, triple serpentine flow-field (b) 4c2 LGDL, triple serpentine flow-field
(c) 4c2 LGDL, parallel flow-field (d) 4c2 LGDL, parallel flow-field
Figure 3.6: Absolute and normalized current density plots for the 4c2 thin foil LGDL on
triple serpentine and parallel flow-fields.
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transport limited current density increased as shown by the polarization curve for 8 ml/min,
12 ml/min and 20 ml/min. At 25 and 50 ml/min, the mass transport limitations were no
longer evident for the cell and the polarization curves have a linear trend.
For each flow rate, two sets of current distribution plots were recorded as presented in
Figure 3.8. The figures to the left show the inlet in the top right corner, while for the
right figures the flow is reversed and the inlet is at the bottom right corner. It can be
observed that reversing the flow reverses the current distribution pattern supporting that
mass transport limitations is the phenomenon observed. For the distributions at 6 ml/min
(3.8a, 3.8b), a higher current density can be observed towards the inlet and a lower current
density towards the outlet. The triple serpentine flow field has long channels and the flow
is constricted to follow these channels. Therefore, it can be assumed that this distribution
is due to gas accumulation towards the end of the channels. As the flow rate increases to
8 ml/min (3.8c, 3.8d), the current distribution patterns show slightly less intense variation,
but a distribution is still clear, indicating that mass transport limitation is still present. At
12 ml/min (3.8e, 3.8f), a slight gradient can still be observed with yellow towards the inlet
and light blue color towards the outlet. At 20 ml/min (3.8g, 3.8h), and higher flow rates
the distribution appears uniform.
The current distributions in Figure 3.8 indicate behaviors that match the polarization
curves in Figure 3.7. At flow rate of 20 ml/min the polarization curve becomes linear, even
at high current, and no longer shows any appreciable distribution in current density, while
for 12 ml/min a slight bend can be observed in the polarization curve and a slight gradient
can be observed in the current distribution. For the serpentine flow field and thin foil LGDL,
accumulation of bubbles “down the channel” could explain the current distribution and mass
transport polarization.
Figure 3.9 shows the mass transfer-limited fractional current density deviation as a
function of area specific flow-rate for regions near both the inlet and the outlet for a cell with
the 12c3 LGDL operating at 2.3V . The inlet region is defined as the nine segments in the inlet
corner and similarly the outlet region is defined as the nine segments at the outlet corner.
It is clear that current density is high towards the inlet and low towards the outlet for low
flow-rates. At a flow-rate of 1 ml/min/cm2 the inlet and outlet normalized current densities
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Figure 3.7: Mass transport limitations decreasing with increased flow-rate. 12c3 thin foil
LGDL operating at 80◦C with 5 Nm compression.
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(a) 6 ml/min (b) Reversed flow 6 ml/min
(c) 8 ml/min (d) Reversed flow 8 ml/min
(e) 12 ml/min (f) Reversed flow 12 ml/min
(g) 20 ml/min (h) Reversed flow 20 ml/min
Figure 3.8: Mass transport isolated distributions (2.3) for various flow-rates (6,8,12,20
ml/min) on the triple serpentine flow-field with a 12c3 thin foil LGDL.
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were close to zero, indicating that the distributions for flow-rates above 1 ml/min/cm2 show
no mass transport limitation issues for the 12c3 LGDL on the triple-serpentine flow-field.
3.3.1 LGDL/PTL Comparison under Mass Transport Limited
Conditions - Triple Serpentine Flow Field
When comparing the two LGDLs and the PTL at mass transport limited conditions, results
showed that the thin foil LGLDs are more sensitive to starvation than the baseline PTL,
as shown in the polarization curves in Figure 3.11. At 50 ml/min all three diffusion media
performed similarly, but under mass transport limited conditions at a flow-rate of 6 ml/min,
the baseline PTLs perform over 0.3 A/cm2 better than the LGDLs at 2.4V . The 4c2 thin
foil LGDL also outperformed the 12c3 thin foil at mass transport limited conditions. The
performance of the 4c2 was 0.127 A/cm2 better than that of the 12c3. The performance of
all three diffusion media were compared at 2V and 2.4V in Table 3.2.
The felt-like structure of the baseline Ti felt allows for liquid and bubbles to migrate
both up from the catalyst and also out to the sides in the PTL via well-established pathways
for both bubbles and liquid between the channel and catalyst layer, while the thin foil
LGDLs only allow migration through the plane of the foil (see Figure 3.10). This felt-like
structure of the baseline PTL hence likely facilitates better transport by allowing substantial
transport underneath the lands, especially near switchbacks at the ends of channels. The
inherent absence of such mass transport for the thin foil LGDLs may explain the reduced
performance at high current density. It is also evident that the thin foil 4c2 outperforms the
12c3 thin foil, indicating that smaller pore sizes increases mass transport.
Figure 3.12 shows the distributions for the baseline 2GDL5 PTL, the thin foil 4c2 LGDL
and the thin foil 12c3 LGDL at 6 ml/min. All distributions show a similar trend with high
current density towards the inlet and low towards the outlet. It can be seen for the thin
foil LDGLs, the mass transport limited zone extends to nearly half of the active area; for
the baseline PTL, the low region (blue) is observed to be confined closer to the outlet. If
bubble accumulation down the channel is a strong influence on mass transport distribution,
the open nature of the baseline PTL material can avoid some of this limitation by allowing
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Figure 3.9: Inlet vs Outlet flow-rate for the 12c3 LGDL on a triple serpentine flow field.
Figure 3.10: Schematic of bubble detachment for TT-LGDL and baseline Ti-felt (adapted
from [5]).
Table 3.2: Cell Performance i (A/cm2) at 2V and 2.4V at 6 and 50 ml/min and on the
Triple Serpentine Flow Filed for all DM
DM type i A/cm2 at 2.0V i A/cm2 at 2.4V
2GDL5-0.125 2.123 3.033
6 ml/min 4c2 1.976 2.693
12c3 1.953 2.566
2GDL5-0.125 1.975 3.875
50 ml/min 4c2 1.975 3.445
12c3 2.032 3.693
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Figure 3.11: Polarization curve for 12c3, 4c2 LGDLs and baseline 2GDL5 PTL at a mass
transport limiting flow-rate (6 ml/min) and at 50 ml/min. 80◦C temperature and 5Nm
compression.
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bubbles to travel under the lands and exit more quickly. On the other hand, the LGDL
materials likely do not allow such under-land bubble transport.
3.4 Mass Transport Limitations - Parallel Flow Field
Mass transport limitations were also studied on the parallel flow field. Figure 3.13 shows
the polarization curve for a 12c3 LGDL at various flow-rates. For the parallel flow field
the polarization curves for the different flow-rates starts to deviate around 1.6V . Higher
flow-rate rates yield higher performance. Similarly to the triple serpentine flow field, a bend
in the polarization curve at higher voltage holds can be observed for 6 and 8 ml/min. The
polarization curve for 12 ml/min also has a slight bend. The HFR values measured show a
greater increase than that of the triple serpentine flow field.
Figure 3.14 shows the current density distributions for the 12c3 thin foil on the parallel
flow-field for flow rates varying from 6 ml/min to 20 ml/min. The distributions show
high current density at the inlet corner and across the first couple of channels. The middle
channels show a lower current density while the channels towards the outlet show the lowest
current density distribution. For the parallel flow field, a clear mass transport limited
distribution can be seen for 6,8 and 12 ml/min. A slight distribution can also be observed at
20 ml/min, for the triple serpentine a flow-rate of 20 ml/min showed a uniform distribution.
Figure 3.15 shows the mass transfer-limited fractional current density deviation as a
function of area specific flow-rate for regions near both the inlet and the outlet for a cell
with the 12c3 LGDL on a parallel flow filed operating at 2.3V . It is clear that current density
is high towards the inlet and low towards the outlet for low flow-rates. At a flow-rate of 2
ml/min/cm2 the inlet and outlet normalized current densities were close to zero, indicating
that the distributions for flow-rates above 2 ml/min/cm2 show no mass transport limitation
issues for the 12c3 LGDL on the parallel flow field.
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(a) Baseline 2GDL5 (b) 4c2
(c) 12c3
Figure 3.12: Mass transport isolated distributions for a flow-rate of 6 ml/min on the triple
serpentine flow-field with three different diffusion media.
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Figure 3.13: Mass transport limitations decreasing with increased flow-rate. 12c3 thin foil
LGDL operating at 80◦C with 5 Nm compression on the parallel flow field.
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(a) 6 ml/min (b) 8 ml/min
(c) 12 ml/min (d) 20 ml/min
Figure 3.14: Mass transport isolated distributions for various flow-rates (6,8,12,20 ml/min)
on the parallel flow-field with a 12c3 thin foil LGDL.
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3.4.1 LGDL/PTL Comparison under Mass Transport Limited
Conditions - Parallel Flow Field
Figure 3.16 shows a polarization curve with four diffusion media: 12c3, 4c2 thin foil LGDLs
and 2GDL5, 2GDL20 baseline PTLs at two different flow rates; 6 ml/min and 50 ml/min.
The polarization curve shows that at 2V and with a flow-rate of 50 ml/min, all four diffusion
media perform similarly. At a lower flow-rate of 6 ml/min, the mass transport limitations
are more evident for both the thin-foil LGDLs than the baseline PTLs. The thinner (0.125
mm) baseline PTL also shows clear mass transport limitations, while the thicker (1 mm)
PTL does not show mass transport limitations until it reaches 2.1V or 2.5 A/cm2, indicating
that a thicker material and greater porosity enhances mass transport. Table 3.3 lists the
performance for each diffusion media (DM) at 2V and 2.3V , for comparison.
This trend is the same as that of the triple serpentine and again shows that the felt-like
structure of the baseline PTL likely allows for transport underneath lands and the inherent
absence of such mass transport for the thin foil LGDLs may explain the reduced performance
at high current density. The 4c2 outperforms the 12c3, again indicating smaller pore size
enhances mass transport.
The corresponding current distribution figures for the different diffusion media are shown
in Figure 3.17. The 2GDL20 (1 mm thick) baseline (3.17b) shows a pattern where the inlet
diagonal side is high and the outlet diagonal is low. 2GDl5 (3.17a) shows a high at the inlet
and across the inlet channels and a low at the outlet. This PTL shows the greatest color
intensity, indicating a more substantial distribution. 4c2 (3.17c) has a similar distribution
to 2GDL5, just less intense color gradients. 12c3 has the least intense distribution with the
high towards the inlet in a smaller area than the other diffusion media.
3.5 Flow Field Comparison - Mass Transport Limited
Conditions
Figure 3.18 shows the polarization curves of the 12c3 thin foil LGDL on the parallel and the
triple serpentine flow field for flow-rates varying between 6 ml/min and 50 ml/min. Under
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Figure 3.15: Inlet vs Outlet flow-rate for the 12c3 LGDL on a parallel flow field.
Figure 3.16: Polarization curve for 12c3, 4c2 LGDLs, baseline 2GDL5 and baseline 2GDL20
PTL at 6 ml/min and at 50 ml/min. Operating conditions for all data sets: 80◦C with
5Nm compression.
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(a) Baseline 2GDL5 (b) Baseline 2GDL20
(c) 4c2 (d) 12c3
Figure 3.17: Mass transport isolated distributions for a flow-rate of 6 ml/min on the triple
serpentine flow-field with three different diffusion media.
Table 3.3: Cell Performance i (A/cm2) at 2V and 2.3V at 6 and 50 ml/min and on the
Parallel Flow Filed for all DM
PTL type i (A/cm2) at 2.0V i (A/cm2) at 2.3V
2GDL20-1.000 2.215 3.019








mass transport limited conditions, it is evident that the triple serpentine flow field has better
performance than the parallel, but at normal operating conditions (flow-rates of 50 ml/min
or higher) the parallel flow field yields better performance. The earlier spread or deviation
from optimal performance observed with the parallel flow field can be due to lower liquid
flow-rates in each channel than the flow-rate in the three triple serpentine channels. The
parallel flow field inlet water gets separated into 25 channels while for the triple serpentine
it only gets separated into 3 channels, resulting in relatively low channel liquid flow-rate in
the parallel flow field. This lower liquid flow-rate could cause more bubble accumulation,
due to a slower flow rate of the liquid pushing the bubbles out of the channel. Similarly
the water distribution to the catalyst could be slower due to less convection associated with
a lower flow rate and the impact of lower feed water flow-rates is therefore higher for the
parallel flow field. When the flow-rate is high enough to where there are no visible mass
transport limitations in the system the parallel flow field likely provides a more even liquid
water distribution across the cell, this is especially important for the thin foil LGDLs due to
their inherent absence of transport underneath lands, therefore increasing the performance
compared to the triple serpentine at 50 ml/min.
The current density distributions for the 12c3 thin foil LGDL on both flow fields are
presented below. Both distributions show high towards the inlet and low towards the outlet.
The triple serpentine has a high current density zone in the first three inlet channels and
around bends. The parallel flow field shows a high for the first inlet channels indicating
that there is not enough water for all 25 channels; further from the inlet the channels get
less reactant water. The low current zone is larger for the parallel flow field than the triple
serpentine.
The inlet vs outlet mass transport isolated deviation from mean graphs (3.20) shows
that the the deviation from mean current densities at the inlet and outlet stayed relatively
consistent for flow-rates of 6,8 and 12 ml/min on the parallel flow field, while for the triple
serpentine a clear trend towards zero as flow-rate increased can be observed. At the inlet
a larger deviation from mean can be observed for the triple serpentine than the parallel
flow field at 6 ml/min, but the trend towards zero happens faster on the triple serpentine:
the graph shows a uniform distribution at 1 ml/min/cm2 for the triple serpentine while
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(a) Parallel (b) Tripleserpentine
(c)
Figure 3.18: Mass transport with a 12c3 thin foil LGDL.
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a uniform distribution for the parallel flow field is observed around 2 ml/min/cm2. This
graph indicates behavior that matches with the polarization curves and current distributions
in Figures 3.14, 3.18 and 3.8. The cell with the parallel flow field is more sensitive to water
starvation than the triple serpentine.
The comparison polarization curves for the 4c2 thin foil LGDL (3.21) and the 2GDL5
baseline PTL (3.23) on the two flow fields and corresponding current density distribution
plots (3.22, 3.24) are presented below. The 4c2 thin foil LGDL show similar trends to that
of the 12c3 in the polarization data, but the 4c2’s performance is more similar on the two
flow fields. Triple serpentine outperforms parallel at 6 ml/min, while parallel outperforms
the triple serpentine flow field at 50 ml/min. This trend can also be observed with the
baseline PTL, but at 50 ml/min the performance on the two flow fields are nearly identical.
The current distribution data shows that for both diffusion layers the parallel flow field show
a high zone for the first 1/3 of the channels, then a high towards the inlet side, but not
across the full channel and a low zone towards the outlet top left side of the cell. The triple
serpentine shows a high near the inlet and at the bends of the triple serpentine channels and
a low towards the end of the serpentine channels.
3.6 Conclusions
Current distribution measurements were successfully obtained for the electrolyzer. The
technique was used to identify mass transport limitations for cell configurations with two
different flow fields and four different diffusion media. The triple serpentine and parallel flow
fields created distinguishable patterns where local highs can be observed around the bends of
the triple serpentine and along channels that see more channel per segment for the parallel
flow field under normal operating conditions (flow-rates of 50 ml/min and higher). Under
the extreme operating condition of low flow-rate a large gradient can be observed for all cell
configurations where a local high current can be observed towards the inlet and a local low
current can be observed closer to the outlet. The triple serpentine flow field performs better
than the parallel flow field under these conditions indicating that the parallel flow field is
more sensitive to starvation than the triple serpentine flow field. All diffusion media performs
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(a) TS - 6 ml/min (b) P - 6 ml/min
Figure 3.19: Mass transport isolated distributions 12c3 thin foil LGDL on the triple
serpentine (a) and parallel (b) flow field.
(a) TS - 6 ml/min (b) P - 6 ml/min
Figure 3.20: Mass transport isolated deviation from mean inlet vs outlet distribution with
increasing flow-rate for the 12c3 thin foil LGDL on the triple serpentine (a) and parallel (b)
flow field.
Table 3.4: Cell Performance i (A/cm2) for the 12c3 LGDL at 2V and 2.4V at 6 and 50
ml/min for both Flow Fields
Flow field i (A/cm2) at 2V i (A/cm2) at 2.4V
6 ml/min Triple serpentine 1.717 2.357
Parallel 1.549 2.104
50 ml/min Triple serpentine 1.717 3.242
Parallel 2.128 3.602
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Figure 3.21: Polarization curve for 4c2 LGDL at (6 ml/min) and at 50 ml/min on both
triple serpentine and parallel flow fields Operating conditions for all data sets: 80◦C with
5Nm compression.
(a) TS - 6 ml/min (b) P - 6 ml/min
Figure 3.22: Mass transport isolated distributions on the triple serpentine (a) and parallel
(b) flow fields at 6 ml/min with a 4c2 thin foil LGDL.
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Figure 3.23: Polarization curve for 4c2 LGDL at (6 ml/min) and at 50 ml/min on both
triple serpentine and parallel flow fields Operating conditions for all data sets: 80◦C with
5Nm compression
(a) TS - 6 ml/min (b) P - 6 ml/min
Figure 3.24: Mass transport isolated distributions 2GDL5 baseline PTL on the triple
serpentine (a) and parallel (b) flow field.
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similarly at normal operating conditions, but behave differently under extreme conditions.
Therefore the diffusion media, the flow field architecture and their combined properties can
be optimized to improve the PEWEs performance and efficiency.
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Chapter 4
Two-phase Flow Behavior and Flow
Regime Diagnosis
4.1 Stoichiometric Ratios
Further insights into the PEWE and the interaction between feed water and product bubbles
can be gained by analyzing the stoichiometric ratio defined in Equation 4.1. Figure 4.1 shows
that the cell is able to reach higher current densities while operating at higher flow rates, (>
25 ml/min) because the stoichiometric ratio stays well above 50. In other words, the cell does
not experience mass transport limited conditions because reactants are being replenished at
a fast rate. An additional consideration is that higher water flow rate may remove bubbles
more rapidly. At the lowest flow rate of 6 ml/min for the triple serpentine flow field 4.1a,
the 12c3 thin foil LDGL reaches limiting current density behavior at a stoichiometric ratio
of 17 (blue line) and the 4c2 at 16 (red line), which are both higher compared to the baseline
PTL which reaches the limiting current at a stoichiometric ratio of 14 (green line)). On
the parallel flow field the 12c3 thin foil LDGL reaches limiting current density behavior at
a stoichiometric ratio of 21 (blue line) and the 4c2 at 18 (red line), which again are both
higher compared to the baseline PTL which reaches the limiting current at a stoichiometric
ratio of 17 (green line)). The limiting current stoichiometric ratio are higher for all diffusion
media on the parallel vs. the triple serpentine, indicating that the parallel flow field is more
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sensitive to liquid starvation than the triple serpentine. To further analyze this phenomena










4.2 Global and Local Two-phase Flow Behavior
Formation of oxygen gas bubbles on the electrode surface and their transportation in
the diffusion media and the flow fields can hinder access of water to the electrode and
thereby hinder the PEWEs overall performance. It is therefore important to have a
good understanding of the two-phase flow inside the system. As discussed in chapter 1
optical visualization can be used to study the formation and detachment mechanism of
bubbles, several authors ([11], [14], [16], [17], [50]) have found a correlation between bubble
detachment diameter and the two-phase flow in the flow channels. In this section two-phase
flow theory combined with experimental current distribution data will be used to characterize
the flow in the flow-channels for the two flow fields.
The two-phase flow at the anode can be characterized with four different flow regimes:
bubbly, slug, churn, and annular flow as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Bubbly flow is defined as
liquid flow containing small bubbles, slug flow is characterized by elongated bubbles whose
lengths are several times larger than the channel width. This happens with an increase in
current density and therefore more gas being produced and the bubbles depart and coalesce
with newly formed bubbles further along the channel. As more gas is produced with further
increase in current density, the gas void fraction increases and strings of slugs separated
by clusters of small bubbles move along the channel; this phenomena is called churn flow.
When bubbles fill the majority of the channel cross-section and there is only a thin boundary
layer of water at the edges, the flow has a sweeping effect on nascent bubbles forming at
the LGDL surface, and the flow acts to clear the channel downstream. This flow regime
is called annular flow. It is to be noted that these flow regimes (4.2) are for a vertically-




Figure 4.1: Operating stoichiometric ratio as a function of current density at different
flow-rates for a 12c3 LGDL, 4c2 LGDL and 2GDL5 Baseline PTL on the triple serpentine
and parallel flow field.
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comparison drawn below are approximate and could likely be improved with similar flow
regime mapping for horizontal flow.
These flow regimes have been characterized in the form of a flow regime map based on
the superficial velocities of the gas and liquid phase in the works of Mishima and Hibiki [51].
It is to be noted that this map was made using water and air in a vertical tube and not for
the type of flow in an electrolyzer, hence this map is expected to be somewhat different for
an electrolyzer. The superficial velocity is defined as the bulk velocity of the phase based
on the cross-sectional area of the flow channel. It is assumed that there is no gas entering
through the inlet of the PEWE and the gas present in the flow channels is the oxygen gas
that is produced by the anode reaction. The mass flux of water present in the anode channels
(Gcirc) is defined as the mass flux of water being consumed by the anode reaction (Gcons)
and the flux of water transported across the membrane to the cathode side due to electro
osmotic drag (Gdrag) subtracted from the mass flux coming in. The superficial velocity of
liquid, jl, and the superficial velocity of gas, jg, are then calculated using the total flow,
densities of water and oxygen and the mass fraction of oxygen in the flow. The equations
used are described in Equations 4.2 - 4.9 below. The superficial liquid and gas velocities
were calculated for all operating points on a polarization curve and then plotted onto a flow
regime map presented by Mishima and Hibiki [51], to identify the characteristic two-phase


















Figure 4.2: Schematic liquid-gas two-phase flow patterns. [6]
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ndrag = 0.0134 ∗ Tm + 0.03 (4.6)
x =
GO2










4.2.1 Global Flow Regimes
The plots in Figures 4.3, 4.5 show the polarization curves (4.3a, 4.4a) and two-phase flow
regime maps for two different feed-water flow rates of 6 ml/min and 50 ml/min for three
different diffusion media, 12c3 and 4c2 LGDL and 2GDL5 baseline PTL. For all flow regime
plots, the current density increases from left to right (thus, low current is near the y-axis
while high current occurs to the right, corresponding to higher superficial gas velocity).
The circles represent voltage holds increasing with 0.1V from 1.4V to 2.4V . On the triple
serpentine flow field, 4.3, for a flow-rate of 50 ml/min the flow regime plots show very similar
results for all three LGDLs, and all the data points fall on a horizontal line, indicating that
mass transport limitations are absent. Alternatively, because the superficial liquid velocity
does not decrease at high current, the 50 ml/min condition supplies enough water that its
transport to the catalyst layer should not be negatively affected. This is corroborated by
the polarization curve data which also shows similar performance for the LGDLs. For a flow
rate of 6 ml/min, it is observed that all three behave similarly in the bubbly and slug flow
regimes. Mass transport limitations begin to appear as the flow transitions from a slug flow
to churn flow and the curve starts to dip downward. At the churn flow regime the liquid
velocity starts to decrease and the gas velocity stabilizes. This creates a cluster of data
points for the higher voltage holds. It can be observed that the cluster for the 12c3 LGDL
happens earlier, i.e. at lower current and gas velocity, than the cluster for the 4c2 LGDL; the
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cluster for the baseline happens further to the right (highest gas velocity) and closest to the
annular flow regime. Comparing the performance from the polarization curves for the three
LGDLs, it can be observed that the baseline performs the best, followed by the 4c2 thin
foil, and then the 12c3 thin foil at 2.3V . It’s clear that the superficial gas velocity increases
with greater production of oxygen. Therefore when the clustering starts to happen it can
be inferred that the cell has reached its limiting current and is no longer able to generate
more gas or transport more oxygen out of the cell (or liquid water to the catalyst layer).
As discussed earlier, the baseline has the capability of flow underneath the lands and better
transport properties, especially under mass transport limited conditions. Such behavior is
indicated by its ability to sustain higher gas velocities at mass transport limited conditions.
For the parallel flow field (4.4) similar trends can be observed. At 50 ml/min the flow
regime plots look very similar for all three diffusion media and all points fall in a horizontal
line, indicating the absence of mass transport limitations. For 6 ml/min a downward slope
can be observed in the liquid velocity after 1.5V , still in the bubbly flow regime, indicating
a mass transport limitation. After 2.0V , for all diffusion media, the points are clustering
indicating that the gas velocity is no longer increasing indicating that the system is no longer
increasing its gas generation and it can be assumed that the system has reached a limiting
current. This is also evident in the polarization curve. Similarly to the triple serpentine
flow field, the clustering happens furthest left for the 12c3 thin foil LGDL and furthest right
for the 2GDL5 baseline PTL, with 4c2 thin foil LGDL in the middle, indicating that the
baseline is producing the most oxygen at 2.4V , while 12c3 is producing the least and 4c2 is
producing an oxygen amount in between the other two. The polarization curve shows the
same trend in overall performance at 2.4V for the three diffusion media.
There is a clear difference in the global flow regime maps for the two flow fields. The
plotted flow regime curves for the triple serpentine are all shifted up and right compared
to the curves for the parallel flow field. This is due to higher liquid and gas flow-rate in
the triple serpentine flow field. This is attributed to the amount of channels in each flow
field. The flow coming into the triple serpentine flow field is divided between three, long,
meandering channels while the parallel flow field divides the inlet flow into 25 channels. Due
to the longer channels in the triple serpentine, its configuration yields longer gas slugs due to
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the increased coalescence along the long channels. This also causes a noticeable increase in
overall flow velocity along the channels. At higher current densities the flow regime in each
flow field is therefore very different, the flow regime in the triple serpentine flow field is close
to reaching annular flow, while in the parallel flow field the flow is still closer to the middle
of the slug flow regime. Larger slugs and annular flow can hinder the access of water to the
LGDL, this can be a downside to the triple serpentine flow field. The shorter channels in
the parallel flow field are less likely to build up large slug bubbles.
4.2.2 Flow Field Comparison and Local Flow Regimes
To better understand the flow behavior inside the channels of the two flow fields the local flow
regime was calculated using the flow regime theory and local current density measurements.
For each segment the local water consumption, water loss due to electro osmotic drag and
oxygen production was calculated using the local current density measured for the segment.
For the triple serpentine flow field, starting with the bottom right segment at the inlet, the
water consumption and oxygen production was calculated and hence the liquid and oxygen
flow-rate entering the next segment was known. This calculation was done for each segment
following the flow path of the flow field and its data was used to calculate the superficial liquid
and gas velocities at each segment and further calculate the flow regime at each segment.
The segmented flow regime was plotted in a color map where blue represents bubbly flow,
green represents slug flow and red represents annular flow. The same procedure was used
to calculate the flow regime at each segment for the parallel flow field. It was assumed the
flow rate entering each channel was the same. Based on the work of Majasan at al. [52], this
assumption is a valid assumption for higher current densities. Two different color scales were
used, a direct blue to red was used for flow regimes with liquid velocities too high to enter
the churn flow regime and a blue to red via yellow color scheme, where orange represents
churn flow.
Figure 4.5 shows (4.5a) polarization curves for the 12c3 thin foil LGDL on both flow fields
at a flow-rate of 6 ml/min and 50 ml/min, (4.5b) a global flow regime map for both flow
fields and flow rates, (4.5c) the local flow regime plot for the triple serpentine flow field and
a flow rate of 6 ml/min at 2.3V , (4.5d) the local flow regime plot for the triple serpentine
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(a) TS-Polcurve
(b) TS-12c3 (c) TS-4c2
(d) TS-Baseline 2GDL5
Figure 4.3: Global flow regime maps for 12c3, 4c2 and baseline PTL on the triple serpentine
flow field for flow-rates of 6 and 50 ml/min.
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(a) P-Polcurve
(b) P-12c3 (c) P-4c2
(d) P-Baseline 2GDL5
Figure 4.4: Global flow regime maps for 12c3, 4c2 and baseline PTL on the parallel flow
field for flow-rates of 6 and 50 ml/min.
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flow field and a flow rate of 50 ml/min at 2.3V, (4.5e) the local flow regime plot for the
parallel flow field and a flow rate of 6 ml/min at 2.3V and (4.5f) the local flow regime plot
for the parallel flow field and a flow rate of 50 ml/min at 2.3V. It can be observed from the
polarization curve that at 50 ml/min the parallel performs better than the triple serpentine.
The global flow regime plot and the local flow regime plots at 2.3V show a clear difference
in overall flow velocity and flow regime. The triple serpentine flow field has a large gradient
through the channels, from bubbly to close to annular flow, while the parallel flow field the
flow remained closer to the middle of the slug flow regime. Hence, the gas void fraction is
higher in the triple serpentine, which leads to a decrease in the cross sectional area of the
liquid flow, which can hinder the supply of reactant liquid through the LGDL. This could
be a reason the parallel flow field performs better at 50 ml/min.
At 6 ml/min the triple serpentine flow field performs much better than the parallel
flow field, but similar trends can be found to that of 50 ml/min in the local flow regime
distribution. The flow in the triple serpentine flow field has a larger gradient and is well
within the churn flow regime towards the end of the flow path, while the parallel flow field
is well within the slug flow regime. One possible explanation for the increased performance
in the triple serpentine flow field is the increased overall flow-rate in the channels. The gas
bubbles detach from the LGDL when the dynamic pressure of the flowing water exceeds the
surface adhesion force of the bubble and the gas bubbles join the flow of water. A lower flow-
rate can therefore cause a slower removal of oxygen bubbles, causing the bubbles to block the
supply of liquid water through the LGDL and catalyst layer. The parallel flow field could
therefore be more sensitive to lower stoichiometric ratios than the triple serpentine flow field.
4.3 Conclusions
Calculating the stoichiometric ratios for the different cell combinations gives a better
understanding of the interaction between feed water and product bubbles. By calculating the
stoichiometric ratios it was found that the parallel flow field is more sensitive to starvation
than the triple serpentine and also that the LGDLs are more sensitive to starvation than
the PTLs. The global and local flow regimes were calculated for the different cell builds
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(a) Polcurve (b) Global flow regime
(c) Triple serpentine 6 ml/min (d) Triple serpentine 50 ml/min
(e) Parallel 6 ml/min (f) Parallel 50 ml/min
Figure 4.5: Local flow regime maps for the 12c3 thin foil LGDL on the triple serpentine
and parallel flow field for flow-rates of 6 and 50 ml/min.
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and it was found that the flow regime in the triple serpentine operates closer to the annular
flow regime while the parallel operates in the bubbly and slug flow regime. Results didn’t
show an abrupt change in performance with the transitions into the churn and annular flow
regime. The gradient through the flow field in the triple serpentine is larger than that
of the parallel flow field. Under normal operating conditions the parallel flow field shows
better performance; this could be explained by the higher gas void fraction and therefore the
decrease in the cross sectional area of the liquid flow in the triple serpentine, which could
hinder the supply of reactant liquid trough the LGDL.
Under mass transport limited conditions the performance is better for the triple
serpentine flow field, even though similar trends in the flow regimes can be seen for both
operating conditions. This decrease in the performance of the parallel flow field could be due
to lower superficial liquid flow-rates in the parallel channels. The lower flow-rate could cause
a slower removal of oxygen bubbles causing the bubbles to block the supply of liquid water to
the catalyst. These flow regime maps used are for for vertical channels, therefore calculating
different regime maps for horizontal flow in an electrolyzer can give more accurate insights
into the type of flow seen in the channels and further understanding of the flows impact on
performance.
These findings suggest that operating in the bubbly and lower slug flow regime is preferred
as long as the liquid velocity is high enough for sufficient bubble removal. Flow fields could




This work has demonstrated the implementation of current distribution to investigate mass
transport properties of different diffusion media and flow fields in a PEWE. The motivations
for this work were outlined in Section 1.3 with five objectives. The first objective was
to identify the flow field architecture’s impact on localized transport and two-phase flow
behavior. Two types of flow fields were tested, triple serpentine and parallel. Under
normal operating conditions the parallel flow field showed better performance than the triple
serpentine. Global and local flow regime calculations for the two flow fields showed that at
2A/cm2 and higher current densities the flow regime in the triple serpentine is close to
annular flow while the parallel flow is in the lower half of slug flow regime. This implies
that the gas void fraction was higher in the triple serpentine flow field, causing a relative
decrease in the cross sectional area of the liquid flow in the triple serpentine which could
hinder supply of reactant liquid. This could be an explanation for the better performance
observed for the parallel flow field.
Stoichiometric ratio calculations indicated that the parallel flow field is more sensitive to
starvation than the triple serpentine flow field. Under mass transport limited conditions the
performance was better for the triple serpentine flow field. Similar trends in the flow regimes
were observed for both operating conditions. This decrease in the performance of the parallel
flow field could be due to lower superficial liquid flow-rates in the parallel channels. The
lower flow-rate could cause a slower removal of oxygen bubbles causing the bubbles to block
the supply of liquid water to the catalyst. Findings from this study suggest that operating
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in the bubbly and lower slug flow regime is preferred as long as the liquid velocity is above
a lower bound, to facilitate sufficient bubble removal. Based on this, flow fields could be
designed with shorter channels to avoid high superficial gas velocities and gas bubble build
up along longer channels. Further improvements could be made by designing larger outlets
to hinder bubble accumulation.
The second objective was to identify variations and limitations with different types of
PEWE diffusion media to optimize cost, performance and operating conditions of the cell. It
was found that under normal operating conditions all four DMs tested performed similarly.
The lower cost and ease of manufacture associated with the LGDLs could potentially be
significant in a total system cost consideration, making them relevant for use despite some
observations of worse characteristics compared to the PTLs under mass transport limited
conditions. The two baseline PTLs showed better performance under mass transport limited
conditions, compared with the two LGDLs. The thickest baseline felt (2GDL20) showed the
best performance. An explanation for this could be the PTL’s ability of mass transport
underneath lands; this type of transport is unattainable for the LGDLs. A solution for mass
transport improvement for the LGDLs could be to re-design the flow fields specifically for
this material. The flow fields used in these experiments were typical electrolyzer flow fields
originally designed for baseline felt PTLs. A flow field architecture designed specifically
for the LGDLs could improve mass transport. Special design considerations could be made
regarding channel corners, as specific non-uniform distribution is observed there. It was also
found that the LGDL with smaller pore sizes performed better under mass transport limited
conditions, indicating that smaller pores enhance mass transport and further investigation
into the optimal pore size and shape can be done for these LGDLs.
The third objective was to understand the impact of operating conditions to optimize cell
performance and lower degradation. It was shown in this work that operating at lower flow
rates causes a large gradient in the current distributions as well as a decrease in performance,
suggesting that operating at a stoichiometric ratio over 100 will give the best performance
and most even distribution. It was also shown that under normal operating conditions
the two types of flow fields gave small variations in current distribution patterns. For the
triple serpentine flow field high spots can be observed around the bends, this could cause an
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uneven degradation of the catalyst. The highs along the channels of the parallel flow field is
a measurement artifact, indicating that the parallel flow fields show a more even utilization
of the catalyst. When optimizing the flow fields for mass transport properties it is possible
to simultaneously consider measures to decrease degradation of the catalyst.
Another objective was to provide insight to current modeling efforts. Having a current
distribution profile will give modelers a distributed boundary condition for current as well
as experiential data for comparison purposes. This work can provide two boundaries, the
current produced locally at the CCM and the local flow seen at the flow field. Especially for
pore network models, as this study provides spatially resolved boundary conditions for both
sides of the diffusion media.
The final objective was to give a better overall understanding of the nature of a PEWE
to further improve on its components and overall performance. Results from this study have
given insight into fundamental characteristics of PEWEs, providing considerations for the
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